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INTRODUCTIONS

(http://www.�ickr.com/photos/osama_khalid/3801230523/)



Introductions

WHO I AM (1)
"Developer, librarian, various other hats as needed. I like libraries,

open platforms, cloud services and doing good stuff with
technology at minimal cost. I'm interested in agile (the

development methodology and the general concept of agility),
organizational technology cultures, and rethinking how libraries
use and approach technology to serve their patrons and manage

their internal processes."
(I took this from my LinkedIn pro�le)



Introductions

WHO I AM (2)
I'VE WORKED IN:

Public service
Web development and online services
Collection development



Introductions

WHAT I'M HOPING TO ACHIEVE
I want you to go away from this talk with enough interest in the

concept of computational thinking that you'll think about it after
leaving the room, and maybe even apply it to your work.

(I am also hoping not to bore you)



Introductions

WHO ARE YOU?
I don't know, so I'm going to ask. A show of hands for:

I do "techical" library work, primarily
I do "non-technical" library work, primarily
I'm a manager or administrator in a library
I'm something else entirely



WHO IS THIS FOR?

(http://www.�ickr.com/photos/orkomedix/3675825944)



Who Is This For?

THE "NON-TECHNICAL" MYTH (1)
An increasingly small amount of library work (and work in

general, in 21st-century North America) is unmediated,
untouched, unencumbered or unfrustrated by technology.



Who Is This For?

THE "NON-TECHNICAL" MYTH (2)
I consider the "technical" / "non-technical" divide to be a

pernicious one that prevents us from having effective
conversations professionally or in our workplaces about the

in�uence, role and values of technology in libraries.
(I use "values" here in both possible meanings)



Who Is This For?

I'M PITCHING THIS TALK AT:
The "non-technical" library worker
"Non-technical" library administrators or managers
(Please stay even if you don't �t these two categories, though!)



WHAT IS COMPUTATIONAL THINKING?

(http://www.�ickr.com/photos/generated/416849/)



What Is Computational Thinking?

DEFINITIONS
JEANETTE M. WING:

"Computational thinking is the thought
processes involved in formulating problems and

their solutions so that the solutions are
represented in a form that can be effectively

carried out by an information-processing agent."
(http://www.cs.cmu.edu/link/research-notebook-computational-thinkingwhat-and-why)



What Is Computational Thinking?

DEFINITIONS
JONATHAN ROCHKIND:

"I think the ‘computational thinking’ approach is
exactly how to think of what non-programmer
librarians will want to usefully learn, not to be

programmers, but to be able to plan out the role
of software in libraries (and software is involved

in nearly every aspect of a library these days),
look forward and conceive of how technology

might help us even more in the future, and
generally control their own destinies when

dealing with vendors and programmers (internal
and external)."

(http://bibwild.wordpress.com/2012/11/27/computational-thinking-getting-started/)



What Is Computational Thinking?

DEFINITIONS
ALAN HARNUM:

"Something many of us in the library world
already have an inchoate ability to do, but think
we do not due to the con�ation of computation

with technology."



HOW DO WE THINK COMPUTATIONALLY?

( http://www.�ickr.com/photos/pschadler/4932737690/)



How Do We Think Computationally?

BUT I DON'T WANT TO THINK LIKE A
COMPUTER!

JEANETTE M. WING:
"Computational thinking is a way humans solve
problems; it is not trying to get humans to think
like computers. Computers are dull and boring;

humans are clever and imaginative. We humans
make computers exciting. Equipped with

computing devices, we use our cleverness to
tackle problems we would not dare take on

before the age of computing and build systems
with functionality limited only by our

imaginations."
(http://www.cs.cmu.edu/afs/cs/usr/wing/www/publications/Wing06.pdf)



How Do We Think Computationally?

SOME COMPUTATIONAL THINKING
TECHNIQUES

Decomposition
Pattern recognition
Pattern generalization and abstraction
Algorithm design

(http://www.google.com/edu/computational-thinking/what-is-ct.html)



How Do We Think Computationally?

DECOMPOSITION
"The ability to break down a task {or problem} into minute details
so that we can clearly explain a process to another person or to a

computer, or even to just write notes for ourselves."



How Do We Think Computationally?

PATTERN RECOGNITION
"The ability to notice similarities or common differences that will

help us make predictions or lead us to shortcuts."



How Do We Think Computationally?

PATTERN GENERALIZATION AND
ABSTRACTION

"The ability to �lter out information that is not necessary to solve
a certain type of problem and generalize the information that is

necessary."



How Do We Think Computationally?

ALGORITHM DESIGN
"The ability to develop a step-by-step strategy for solving a

problem."



LIBRARIES AND COMPUTATIONAL THINKING

(still from "Desk Set", which I know everyone and their dog and their dog's dog uses in presentations about
libraries and computers)



Libraries and Computational Thinking

CATALOGUING STANDARDS (1)
Decomposition: we've got a lot of books and we want people to

be able to �nd the relevant ones more quickly

Pattern Recognition: each book is a different physical object, but
all have common characteristics.



Libraries and Computational Thinking

CATALOGUING STANDARDS (2)
Pattern Generalization and Abstraction: what matters and does
not matter among the common characteristics of books for the

speci�c problem we are trying to solve?

Algorithm Design: here is how to record and interpret the
common characteristics of a book in a systematic, replicable way.



Libraries and Computational Thinking

REFERENCE INTERVIEWS (1)
Decomposition: people seldom ask directly for the information

they actually want

Pattern Recognition: there are discernable common aspects to
the interaction when someone approaches the reference desk,

asks a question, and receives a response



Libraries and Computational Thinking

REFERENCE INTERVIEWS (2)
Pattern Generalization and Abstraction: what common
characteristics exist in both successful and unsuccessful

reference transactions?

Algorithm Design: here is a process of iterative questioning and
listening to improve the success of reference transactions.



Libraries and Computational Thinking

YOU ALREADY KNOW HOW
Computational thinking encompasses a set of natural problem-
solving technique used by humans in many different contexts.



Libraries and Computational Thinking

YOU DON'T NEED A COMPUTER
JEANETTE M. WING:

"Computer science is not computer
programming. Thinking like a computer scientist

means more than being able to program a
computer. It requires thinking at multiple levels of

abstraction."
(http://www.cs.cmu.edu/afs/cs/usr/wing/www/publications/Wing06.pdf)



LET'S ALL GET EXCITED!
(ABOUT COMPUTATIONAL THINKING!)

(http://www.�ickr.com/photos/abbyladybug/2424168642/)



Let's All Get Excited!

WHY? (1)
This won't solve all our challenges.

(http://www.�ickr.com/photos/newt42/3713370145/)



Let's All Get Excited!

WHY? (2)
Just some of the challenges computational thinking can't solve:

Shrinking budgets
Challenging patrons
Customer service issues
Labour relations



Let's All Get Excited!

WHY? (3)
Where computational thinking can help us:

Understanding which parts of a problem are amenable to
computation (and thus to automation with technology, and the
complexity of that automation)
Evaluating the match between computational tools and
techniques and a problem
Understanding the limitations and power of computational
tools and techniques
Applying or adapting a computational tool or technique to a
new use

(adapted from Wing, http://www.cs.cmu.edu/link/research-notebook-computational-thinking-what-and-why)



CODA
THE POWER AND LIMITS OF COMPUTATION

(http://vimeo.com/2838688)



Coda

URSULA FRANKLIN
"Today's real world of technology is

characterized by the dominance of prescriptive
technologies... While we should not forget that

these prescriptive technologies are often
exceedingly effective and ef�cient, they come

with an enormous social mortgage. The
mortgage means that we live in a culture of

compliance, that we are ever more conditioned
to accept orthodoxy as normal, and to accept

that there is only one way of doing 'it.'"
(http://books.google.ca/books?id=FaaR5hA-U-0C)



Coda

A PERSONAL VIEW (1)
There are lots of problems with how libraries use technology

Part of the problem is the conversation

We alternately fetishize or mistrust technology

And many of us (even those of us who work daily with
technology!) feel alienated from our work by it, often with

justi�cation



Coda

A PERSONAL VIEW (2)
The excitement I have about computational thinking is my sense

that it could help change the conversation

We need to talk more effectively across the "technical" / "non-
technical" divide

And we need to be universally better at questioning the ability of
automation and technology to solve our problems, while

acknowledging their immense power



Coda

THANKS / QUESTIONS / DISCUSSIONS

(http://www.�ickr.com/photos/14829735@N00/202872717)


